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This Van Helsing assessment comprises spoilers. 

Van Helsing Season 4 Episode 6 

Whether or not Phil Fleischman’s household finds the peace it’s in search of on the opposite 

aspect of the river doesn’t actually matter at this level as a result of the episode’s remaining shot 

of mom, father, and youngster strolling towards what they hope shall be a possibility to begin 

over lets viewers know that the chance to regain a chunk of their misplaced humanity could also 

be inside attain. “Miles and Miles” options the tv directorial debut of Van Helsing stunt 



coordinator Kimani Ray Smith and properly breaks issues down into two distinct arenas – the 

rugged journey by means of the Badlands and the last word confrontation between the 

Fleischmans and Max Borman.  

There’s no query the demise of Max brings with it a sure sense of remorse as a result of Van 

Helsing loses one in every of style tv’s high quality dangerous guys in actor Richard Harmon. 

However, no person deserves an opportunity at redemption greater than Phil, and Axel’s choice 

to get again into the combat after his coronary heart to coronary heart discuss with Vanessa 

clearly places him on a greater path as properly. And whereas we have now to admire Phil’s 

tenacity in any case he’s been by means of, it’s Axel who acknowledges the small particulars for 

what they honestly imply. Is the teddy bear sitting upright in the midst of the highway a bread 

crumb from Owen, or bait left by Max? Phil’s single minded method can nonetheless get him 

into hassle, however his consideration to element additionally is useful. 

We later be taught the importance of Phil’s recollection that the deserted jail bus left Loveland 

crammed with the sick, injured, and infirm, however this discovery additionally raises the basic 

query of the episode’s first half – why does Max want Jennifer and Owen. Van Helsing routinely 

presents its justifiable share of creepy and disgusting, however the semi-organized band of 

feeders that finally lead Axel and Phil to Matty’s blood lab actually deserve consideration. As we 

observe Vanessa embark on a highway she hopes will eradicate the vampires and return peace to 

the land, her scenario appears to develop into extra difficult because the creatures proceed to 

evolve.  

After which, after all, we have now Matty’s fatty blood extraction operation producing the 

“liquid gold” employed as foreign money to realize admittance to what has been described as a 

“vampire free promised land.” We’ve usually speculated about how far geographically the 

apocalypse extends and what limitations, bodily or in any other case, is likely to be in place to 

supply a measure of security. Are Phil and his household heading to the promised land or just 

one other sequence of risks? Both means, it’s abundantly clear that Jennifer can greater than deal 

with herself, and Owen not solely displays bravery that belies his age however an mental acumen 

that ought to stand him in good stead on this new journey. “We now have to kill him,” Owen 

tells his mom and later shoots Max within the neck, stabs him, and surreptitiously steals the keys 

to the jeep. I believe it’s secure to say the child’s as prepared as he might probably be. 

Removed from an ideal chapter within the Van Helsing story, “Miles and Miles” does provide 

momentary closure to Phil’s lengthy and twisted journey, however its usually gradual tempo 

doesn’t actually advance the story a lot past this plot level. Max’s disclosure that Dmitri initially 

turned him at The Citadel, and he was turned again “by the one they whisper about,” comes out 

of nowhere and doesn’t actually match the profile of this ego-centric psychotic. Does Max 

assume this data will keep his execution or does it give him one final alternative at self-

aggrandizement earlier than Axel separates his head from his physique? Appropriately, Axel 

hacks at Max’s neck slightly than sparing him with a swift, clear reduce. 

Although the tip of the apocalypse feels prefer it’s nonetheless out of attain, a brand new sense of 

hope continues to work its means into the characters’ every day lives. Jennifer tells her son a 

couple of previous he’s by no means skilled with the promise that issues will get higher, 



permitting him to go to highschool and play with pals. “Till then, we survive,” she instructs her 

son. It stays to be seen whether or not Owen is biologically “our son,” or if Jen’s forgiven Phil 

for the previous and is now prepared to forge a brand new life, assured he generally is a good 

father to Owen. 

Since Van Helsing has develop into such an intricate story with so many transferring items, the 

only real concentrate on Axel and Phil leaves far too many extra necessary arcs left untouched. 

Nonetheless, “Miles and Miles” drops a couple of background tidbits, Phil finds his spouse, Axel 

leaves his emotional funk behind, and we stay up for the return of Vanessa and the hunt for the 

Darkish One. 
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